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The completeness problem for tessellation automata is the question of 
whether or not, for a given tessellation automaton, there exists a finite pattern 
that cannot evolve from a given primitive pattern o matter what sequence of 
environmental input transformations are applied. The question has been solved 
for one-dimensional tessellation automata. In this paper we prove that, for any 
d ~> 1 and q ~> 2, a d-dimentional q-state tessellation automaton with von 
Neumann eighborhood index is complete. 
l. INTRODUCTION 
The tessellation automaton is a formalization of the concept of an infinite 
array of identical finite-state machines uniformly interconnected in the sense 
that each machine can directly receive information by means of interconnecting 
wires from a finite number of neighboring machines where the spacial arrange- 
ment of these neighboring machines is the same relative to each machine in the 
array. Each machine can synchronously change its state at discrete time steps 
as a function of the states of the neighboring machines. This function can 
change from time step to time step, but will be identical for each machine in 
the array at any given time step. The simultaneous action of these local functions 
will define global functions which will act on the entire array changing patterns 
of machine states in the array to other patterns. 
There is a fundamental problem concerning the behavior of such automata, 
namely: For an arbitrarily given tessellation automaton, can all the (finite)state 
patterns of the array be reached by some sequence of global transformations 
from certain canonical starting pattern ? The problem is referred to as the 
completeness problem for tessellation automata. The completeness problem 
has been solved in the case for one-dimensional tessellation automata with 
continuous neighborhood structure, e.g., Yamada and Amoroso (1970), Maruoka 
and Kimura (1974), and Nasu and Honda (1976). Furthermore, as for the 
multidimensional utomata, the following has been proved until now. Any 
two-dimensional two-state tessellation automaton with a rectangular neighbor- 
hood of height hree and width ten is complete (Yamada and Amoroso, 1970) and 
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any two-dimensional three-state tessellation automaton with a rectangular 
neighborhood of height three and width three is complete (Kubo and Kumura, 
1972). In this paper, we prove that, for any d /> 1 and q ~> 2, d-dimensional 
q-state tessellation automata with yon Neumann's neighhood are complete. 
This result largely generalizes the results obtained so far. 
2. TESSELLATION AUTOMATA AND THE COMPLETENESS PROBLEM 
By a d-dimensional q-state tessellation automaton (TA) with neighborhood 
index X, we mean TA of the form 
(2, Z d, X, 5P), 
where Z - -  {0, 1, 2,..., q - -  1} is the set of states that can be assumed by any 
cell (finite-state machine) in the d-dimensional rray. Z a is the set of all d-tuples 
of integers which is used to name the cells, where Z is the set of integers. X, 
called the neighborhood index of the TA, is an n-tuple of distinct d-tuples of 
integers and is used to define the neighbors of any cell, i.e., those cells from 
which the cell will directly receive information. The n neighbors of cell z are 
cell z ,4- 41 , . . . ,  2~ 4- Rn,  where X = (41 ,..., =~). A configuration is defined as 
a mapping c: Z a --7 27. C denotes the set of all configurations with respect o Z d 
and Z. The image of z c Z d under c ~ C is written c(z). The neighborhood 
index X and a map a :Z  ~- -E  define a global map r :C~C as follows. 
cr ~-c'  if and only if for any z~Z a, c'(z) =a(c (z  +a l ) ,  c(z4-a2), . . . ,  
c(z 4- a~)). Any such map a is referred to as a local map. Given Z a, Z, and X, 
we can define a number of such global maps according to local maps. Tx is 
the set of all possible global maps for given Z, Z a, and X. Usually 0 e 2~ denotes 
the quiescent state. The quiescent configuration is the configuration c such that 
c(z) = 0 for any z c Z d. A configuration c is called finite if and only if c(z) = 0 
for all but finitely many cells z. The set of all finite configurations for the given 
TA  is denoted by C C C. It is easy to see that C is closed for a given global 
map r (i.e., for any c c C, c~- is also in C) if and only if or(0,..., 0) = 0, where a is 
the local map defining ~-. In this paper, we shall be concerned exclusively with 
finite configurations. So, unless states otherwise, by "configuration" we shall 
mean finite configuration. Tx (or concisely "F) denotes the set of all the finite 
configuration preserving lobal maps for the TA. 
Let us denote the d-dimensional q-state TA  with neighborhood index X by 
xK (a,q,x). For any TA  s~¢ (a,~'x) : (27, Z a, X,  T)  if there exists a sequence of 
configurations Co, q ,..., c~ , m >~ O, such that cd- i = ci+ 1 , 0 <~ i <~ m, where 
the r 's are the arbitrary elements of T, then we say ~¢(a,q.x) generates c~ from c o 
denoting it by c o ~ % in s J  (e,e,x~. Let us define c 1 and c 2 as shift-equivalent if and 
only if there exists a z0 c Z e such that for any z ¢ Z e, q(z0 -[- z) = c2(z). The 
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equivalence classes on C determined by the relation of shift-equivalence are 
called finite patterns, or just patterns. [c] denotes the pattern containing con- 
figuration c. Let cv be the configuration such that c~(0) -~ 1 and c~(z) = 0 for 
all z ~ Z a with z 4 = 0, where 0 = (0,..., 0) 6 Z a. Such configuration c~ is referred 
to as the primitive configuration. Let 
d~a'q'X)(c,) = {[c]Ic,  ~ c in ,j(a,q.x)}. 
The set of all finite patterns for d-dimensional TA  with respect to 27 = 
{0, 1,..., q --  1} is denoted by ~(a,q). The problem of determining, for a given 
TA, whether z~g(a,q.X)(c~) =- ~(a,q) holds or not is the completeness problem. 
The TA  can be regarded as an automaton with the state set ~(a.q) and the 
input set Tx • The automaton, in state [c] ~ g(a,q) receiving the input ~- 6 Tx, 
goes to state [c~] ~ ~(e,q). Considering TA  like this, we define ~(d.q,x) to be 
strongly connected if and only if for any [ca] and [c2] in ~(a,q), when e I is not the 
quiescent configuration, there exist c a' and c 2' such that c a' ~ [Cl] , c2' ~ [Q], and 
q '  ~-- c 2' in ~¢(a,q,x). In this paper we employ the neighborhood index defined as 
~i = (0,..., O, 
~+1 = (0 , , , .  
=~ = (0,...,  0, 
d- - i+ l  
k.J 
i - -d~l  
%..I 
÷l ,  
0,...,0), for i, 1 <~i<~d,  
. . . ,  0) ,  
q- 
0,..., 0), for i , d+2~i<~2d+l .  
Let the neighborhood index be denoted by X v . This neighborhood index was 
also used by yon Neumann. Since it is proved in Appendix I that for any d >/1, 
q /> 2 and for any nonquiescent configuration c E C, ~4 (a,q,xv) generates c9 
from c, the strong connectivity of d (a,q,xe~ is equivalent o the fact that 
d(a.q,Xv)(c~,) = ~(a.q) holds. 
Concerning the completeness problem, the following results have been 
obtained until now. Let Xsn be the neighborhood index of one-dimensional TA  
defined as 
x~,  = (~a , . . . ,  ~ , ) ,  
~i=i - -1 ,  1 <~i~n.  
Yamada and Amoroso (1970) proved that d(1,2,xs~)(c~)~ ~(1,~) and 
~(1,2,Xs4)(C3a ) : ~(1,2). Kubo and Kimura (1972) proved that d(1,z,x,~)(c~) : 
~(1,3). The authors (1974) proved that ~¢(1.2.x,3)(c~) = ~(1.2) and that, for any 
q ~> 3, z~'.(l'q'x~)(c~) = ~a,q). The results mentioned above are obtained by 
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employing the decomposition technique. On the other hand, Nasu and Honda 
proved that da,q,x~3~(c~)= ~(1,q) holds for any q >/3 and da,q,x,3)(c~)= 
~(1,q) for any q /> 2 employing raphical methods. Furthermore, they showed 
that ~4 (~,q,x*2) can generate any finite pattern from [e~] monotonically for any 
q >~ 3 and that ~(1.q,x,~) can generate any finite pattern from [c~] strict- 
monotonically for any q >/2.  
Concerning the completeness problem for multidimensional TA, the following 
results have been obtained. Let X 1 be the neighborhood index consisting of a's 
such that 0 ~ c~ (a) ~< 2 and 0 ~ ~(2) ~ 9 where ~ = (~m, ~(~)). And let X 2 be 
the neighborhood index consisting of a's such that 0 ~ ~(1) ~ 2 and 0 ~< a(2) ~ 2. 
Yamada and Amoroso (1970) proved ~,/(2.2.xo(%) = ~(2,2). Kubo and Kimura 
(1972) proved ~¢'. (2.3.x~)(cv) = .~(2.s). 
In this paper, we prove the following theorems employing the results about 
the decomposition phenomena in one-dimensional TA discussed by us. 
THEOREM 1. For any d >~ 2 and q >/2, ~/(a'q'xv)(c,) ~-- .~(a,q). 
From Theorem I, it is easy to prove the next corollary using the blocking 
introduced by Yamada and Amoroso (1971). 
COROLLARY 2. For any d >~ l and for any h ~ 2, d(a ' t? 'x3)(%)=~a,¢) ,  
where X~ is the neighborhood index consisting of a' s such that ~ = (~(a),..., a(a)), 
0 <~ a (i) <~ I, i = l,...,d. 
From Theorem 1, the next theorem follows. The proof of the theorem is 
presented in the Appendix I. 
THEOREM 3. For any d >/2 and q >/2, ~/(a'q'Xv) is strongly connected. 
The next corollary is obtained in a similar way to Corol!ary 2. 
COROLLARY 4. For any d >/ 1 and for any k >/2, d ¢a'kLx3) is strongly 
connected. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We shall consider three cases. The case with d = 2, q =- 2, the case with 
d >~ 2 and q = 2, and the case with d ~> 2, q >/3. We shall give proofs of 
Theorem 1 corresponding to these cases, respectively. 
3.1. Proof of Theorem 1 in the Case with d ----- 2, q = 2 
Although the case with d = 2, q = 2 is completely included in the case with 
d /> 2, q = 2, which will be considered in the next section, we shall begin 
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with the former case to facilitate the understanding of the proof. When there 
exists an integer k and a posit ive integer j such that c(k + i) -= ai ~ X for i, 
1 ~< i ~< j ,  and c(k + i) = 0 for i < 1 and i > j ,  we denote [c] by Oa~a~ ".. ajO. 
Let  1 
c~ = {c I 3n~ >~ 1,..., 3n~ ~/1 ,  ~s ~ 0, ~t e {0, 1} 
[c] : 0 11 0 n~ 11 0 '~' ... 11 0 '~ 1~0}. 
Configurations in C~ are referred to as the standard configrations by Maruoka 
and K imura  (1974). Let  oh' , a2' , and aa' be local maps of a one-dimensional  TA  
with neighborhood index Xs8 specified in Table I. zl '  , ~'2', and ~-.~' are global 
maps defined by ~1', @,  and %', respectively. The  next corollary is proved by 
Maruoka and K imura  (1974). 
TABLE I 
G'I r (~2 t 0"3 t 
000 0 0 0 
001 0 1 0 
010 1 1 1 
011 0 0 1 
100 1 0 0 
101 1 1 0 
110 0 0 1 
111 1 1 0 
LEMMA 5. For  any one-dimensional configuration co : Z -+ {0, 1}, there exists 
c ~ Cs~ and ~ ~ {zl' , ~'2', ~'}*  such that 2,3 c~ = Co. 
The map g derived from c: Z × Z --+ 2: is the map: Z -+ {Z --+ Z} defined as 
where {Z --+ 27} denotes the set of all maps from Z to 27. ai : {0, 1} 5 --~ {0, 1} is 
defined from cr i' as 
odzlll, z(~, zc3~, z% #51) = ° / ( z% z% z(5~), 
1 For /-times 
a ~ z~ a i means  aa  • ' '  a .  
In  particular, a° means the nul l  sequence. 
2 For any finite set A, A*  denotes the set of all sequence of finite length composed of 
symbols of A, including the null sequence. 
3 c.r1~- 2 ... ~'i means ('--((c71)~-3) "")~'i • 
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where i = 1, 2, 3. Let  r~ be the global map of two-dimensional  TA  defined from 
¢i and X V . Note that the neighborhood index X V = (%,. . . ,  %) for two-d imen-  
sional TA  is defined as 
%=(0 , - -1 ) ,  %=( - -1 ,0 ) ,  %=(0 ,0) ,  %=(1 ,0) ,  %=(0 ,1) .  
Let  a4' be defined in Table II. %' and r 4 are defined in a similar way to r i' and 
r i , i=  1,2 ,3 .  
TABLE II 
0"4* 
000 0 
001 0 
010 1 
011 1 
100 0 
101 0 
110 0 
111 1 
LEMMA 6. Let  i be an arb i t rary posit ive integer. For  any two-dimensional  
configuration c o : Z 2 -+ {0, 1}, there exists c and  ~: ~ {%, %,  %,  %}* such tha# ,5 
fo r  any z (1) =~ Z with [E(za))] =/= 
and 
and  
a(z (1)) e Cs~, 
[~(zm)] = 0 11 02i+11 0, 
C~ ~ e 0 . 
Proof.  Let c o be an  arbitrary two-dimensional  configuration. Let 
{gl) I e0(~ (1)) ¢ cs~} {z~l),..., (~)" Zj j'. 
By Lemma 5, there exist q and ~:1 ~ {%, re,  %}* such that El(z~ 1)) ~ C~t and 
For one-dimensional quiescent configuration c', pattern [c', pattern [c'] is denoted by 0. 
5 When we are unconcerned with the left to a t for pattern 0 ala~ "'" a t "'" aiO, the 
pattern is denoted as - -  a ~ ... aiO. 
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c1~ 1 = c o . Fur thermore ,  it can  be  ver i f ied that ,  if  ~o(Z m)  ~ C~t then  tl(z(1) ) e Cs~ 
in v iew of  the  proo f  of  Lemma 5. So we have  
{z (" I el(~ (')  ¢ c~,} = {~1),..., .4"}. 
By app ly ing  the  argument  to z(21),..., z~ 1) repeated ly ,  we can f inal ly f ind 6" and  
~: a {~'1 , 72,73}*  such  that  
c~ = co 
and 
~j(zc-) ~ C~ 
Fur thermore ,  there  exists c~+ 1 such  that  
for  any  z (1) e Z. 
£'5+1717472 = Cj 
~:i+l(z (1)) e Cs~ for  any  z (I) e Z, 
and  
[~+,(~")] = ~ or  
Th is  is easi ly seen f rom the  fo l lowing.  
l .  The  case where  ~(z  (1)) = 
[6.+1(z(1~)] = 010. 
OllO. 
and 
and  
. 
[c'] - -  0110 "'" O1100 "'" 010 
[c%x' ] 0010 "'" 0010 "'" 0110 
[C'T1%4'] 010 "'" 0010 "'" 010() 
[C'T1%4'~'2' ] 0110 "'" 0110 "'" 0110 
The  case where  £~(z (1)) : - -  O110 " -  010. 
[c"] - -  O110 "'" O110 "'" 011010 
[c"~1' ] - -  0010 "'" 0010 "'" 001110 
[c"~-lq'~' ] 0010 "'" 0010 "'" 001100 
[C"TI~-4T2] 0110 "'" 0110 "'" 0100 
By one more  app l i ca t ion  of  the  above  t rans format ion ,  we can f ind c~+ 2such  that  
£j÷2TIT4T2 = £J+l , 
Ej-+2(zm ) e Cst for  any  z m e Z,  
[Ej+2(z(1))] = 0 or [g~+2(z(a))] = - -  011010,  for  any z m ~ Z.  
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I f  c;_j a(Tlr2) i = c~+.~, then for any z (1) with [~]+3(Z(1))] ~- 
and 
[e,.+~(z,,)] = 0110~i+* 1 0. 
cj+ a is the required configuration. Q.E.D. 
Let %' and %' be defined in Table I I I .  zs', T(, ~'S, and ~-s are defined in a 
similar way to r /and  ~'i, i = 1,..., 4. 
TABLE III 
O'5t ~6 t
000 0 0 
001 0 1 
010 1 0 
011 1 1 
100 1 1 
101 0 1 
110 1 0 
111 1 0 
LEMMA 7. For any two-dimensional configuration co : Z 2 --* {0, 1}, there exist c 
and ~ ~ {z I , 72, r s ,  r4, r s ,  r6}* such that c~ = c o in xd(2'2.xv ), where c is a two- 
dimensional configuration such that .for any z (1) ~ Z with [g(z(~))] =/= 0 there exist 
n 1 >/ 1,..., n,_ 1 >~ 1, and s >/ 1 such that 
[e(z(~))] =0100 ~*100 n~... 100  ~ ' I I 0 .  
Proof. Let c o be an arbitrary two-dimensional  configuration. F rom Lemma 6, 
there exist q , z~ 1) ~ Z,..., zJ 1) e Z, s 1 >/ 1,..., sk >~ 1 and nk.~ >~ 1 for 1 ~ k ~<j, 
1 ~< 1 ~< sk such that 
{z~l),..., z~ ~-)} = {z"~ I [edz(~))] ~ 0}, 
[gl(z(kl))] = 0 1 1 0 "~,1 1 1 0 "k . . . . .  1 1 0"k,~ 1 
fork ,  1 ~k  ~<j, and 
nl , ,q  1 - -  - -  n j , .~j  ~ max ng, , l  . 
l~k~j  
l<I<s~ 
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Let  c' be a one-dimensional  configuration such that 
[c'] =0100 ~1100 ~2"'" 100  ~ ' -110 ,  
nl >/ 1,..., n~_l ~ 1, s >/ 1. 
Then it can be easily verified that for any n~ ~ max{n 1 ,..., n~_l} 
[c'(rs') "~ CG'] = 0 1 1 0 "1 1 1 0 ~ .... 1 1 0 n' 1 0. 
F rom this fact, there exists c 2 such that 
[e2(~(/cl))] = 0 1 0 0 "~,~ 1 0 0 nk,' " ' "  1 00"k"k-1 1 O, 
for z(a) 6 {Z~I),..., ,g,(i)~. 
[~(g~))] = ~ for ~(~) ~ Z --  {~[1),..., ~)},  
and 
C2T51 'S lT6  ~-  C 1 • Q.E.D.  
~- O, 
if zm ~ i, 
i f0  ~<z m <iand- -1  ~z  (2) ~A( i ) ,  
otherwise, 
where A is the mapping:  Z ~ Z defined as 
A( i )=u m × U (2) × ( i+ l ) .  
ci is defined from c' as 
LEMMA 8. If, for any z m E Z with [Y(zm)] ~ 0, there exist n 1 ~ 1,..., 
n~_ 1 ~ 1, s >~ 1 such that 
[g'(z(1))] = 0 1 0 0 "~ 1 0 0 ~ -.. 1 0 0 "~-~ 1 O, 
then c~ ~- c' in xd(2,2.Xv ). 
Proof. Let  c' be a conf igurat ion that satisfies the condit ion of the lemma" 
Without  loss of generality, let 
min{z m ~ Z ] 3z (2), c'(z m, z (2)) ~-- 1} = 1, 
min{z (2) ~ Z [ 3z (2), c'(z m, z (2)) = 1} = 1, 
max{z m ~ Z ] 2z (2), c'(z m, z (2)) -= 1} = u m, 
max{z(2) c Z ] 3z m, c'(z m, z (2)) = 1} = u (2). 
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[ a(u% ] 
[ ~(~) ] 
1 1 .... ~ \  
i I  .... 
<! .... 1 1 
.... 1 1 \ 
< X(i) > 
Fro. 1. A figure representing c i .  
Note that c o = c' .  For convenience, let us represent c i by Fig. 1. I f  a is a local 
map such that 
{(a(C..., ~(~>)I ~(a<~),..., ~(~)) ~ ~(~)} 
C ;{a <1) a[5)),..., , (1) ~, 1 ..... t.a3 , '",  a~))}, 
then 
a (1; ~ a(5) 
J J 
means the local map or the global map defined by the local map. Let r be 
1 0 -~ 
< 
/ \ i /it' 1 1 "-> ~ 0 1 --> 
] 
where , means the don't  care point. For example, 
( 1 1 I . . . .  ns 1 1 -~ 0), I 1 . 1 -~ . 
< 
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Then, clearly c1~- = Co(~ c'). Furthermore, 
=clo ~ 1 I -~ ~ ~ -~ ~i ~- ~ -~ ~(1)+1 > 
/ 
So we shall verify that there exists $i ~ T* v such that ci+15 i = c i for i, 1 ~ i ~ um. 
~i is given in the next algorithm. In the algorithm, the global maps applied in 
Steps (1), (2), (3), (5), and (6) are the type of 
Note that t(um),..., ~(i + 1) which have been generated are unchanged by 
these maps since in these configurations there are at least two consecutive O's 
between neighboring l's. 
(1) Let 
e i 1 0 -> 
Then c is represented by Fig. 2. 
I " ~(i-l) I 
1 1 .... 
. . .- 
.... i l l  
.... 1[ 
N\  
i - l~  
X( i+l ) > 
FIO. 2. A f igure  represent ing  a typ ica l  conf igurat ion  a f ter  S tep  (1). 
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Given a one-dimensional configuration, we denote henceforth the rightmost 
(leftmost) cell whose content is 1 by 1R(1L)- If [~'(i)] =/= 0, let 1R in E'(i) be in 
cell r and let A(i + 1) : a. 
(2) If [U(i)] =/= 0, l e t  
°1} c = e 0 -~ 
c is represented a by Fig. 3. 
\ \  
:2 ~ 
~--- i-1 ----~ 
Fro. 3. A figure representing a typical configuration after Step (2). 
If  [e'(i)] = O, let 
o= ~ i ~ ~ o~ o ~1~ 
J j 
~ 0 '~ 0]~@ 
< 
1 0 -~ 
Note that, in the case with [?'(c)] = 0, we have [g(i)] = 0. 
6 In what follows, figures illustrate the case where [U(i)] @ 0. 
643/35/I-5 
&4 
(3) Let 
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If [e’(i)] = 0, go to Step (7). c is represented by Fig. 4. 
E i+1 
F=-----=-()yi 
FIG. 4. A figure representing a typical configuration after Step (3). 
(4) Let 
Then c is represented by Fig. 5. 
FIG. 5. A figure representing a typical configuration after Step (4). 
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(5) Let 
c=c 
0 
bl+ c 1 0 1 0 
Then c is represented by Fig. 6. 
FIG. 6. A figure representing a typical configuration after Step (5). 
(6) For appropriate k, k’, let 
c = c 4 
k ii 
-:o t 1 1 0 x J ’ 
where7 k’ = 0 or 1. If [i(i)] # [c”‘(i)], go to Step (4). c is represented by Fig. 7. 
Figure 7 shows the case where [e(i)] + [c”‘(i)]. 
\’ 
FIG. 7. A figure representing a typical configuration after Step (6). 
’ We let k’ = 1 to change the state of cell ($ - 1) and that of cell (i, 0) from 1 to Q. 
Note that, since min{z’2’ / W”, c’(z(l), P) = 1) = 1, c(i + 1, -1) = c(i + 1, 0) = 0 
must hold. 
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(7) 
C = C II -~ 
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For appropriate k 1 , k 2 , and k a , let 
(8) End. 
0)~ k3 
It is easily seen that c = c i . 
Remark. When [~(i-}- 1)] =0100 ~100 ~ '~-  100  n*-~lO, 
in Step (6) is applied ns_ 1 times first, n~_~ times second, and so on. 
From Lemmas 7 and 8, the next theorem follows. 
THEOREM 1 (The case with d = 2 and q = 2). ~(2,2,Xv)(% ) = ~(2,2~. 
Q.E.D. 
e(~(1),..., ~,~-l))(z(d,) = c(~%.. . ,  ~'d'). 
Lemma 7 is easily generalized to obtain the next lemma. 
LEMMA 9. For any d-dimensional configuration c: Z a -+ {0, 1}, there exists a 
d-dimensional configuration c' satisfying the conditions 
(i) c' ~-- c in d(a,2,xv); 
3.2. Proof of Theorem 1 in the Case with d ~ 2, q = 2 
In this section, we shall show that a generalization f the proof of Section 3. l 
leads to the theorem without the restriction on the dimension of the TA. The 
generalization of step (3) in the algorithm and that of the proof of q ~-- c o are 
not so easy. The map g derived from c: Z a ~ Z is the map: Z a-a ~ {Z ~ S}  
defined as 
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(ii) for any (zm,..., z (a-l)) ~ Z a-1 with [~(z(1),..., zla-1))] =# O, there exist 
n 1 >~ 1,...,ns_l >~ 1 and s >~ 1 such that 
[e(z(1),..., z(d-l/)] = 0 1 0 0 "'  1 0 0 . . . . .  1 0 0 . . . .  1 0. 
LEMMA 10. If, for any (zm,..., z la-1)) ~ Z d-1 with [3'(zm,..., zig-l))] ~ 0, 
there exist n 1 ~ 1,..., ns_ 1 >~ I, s >~ 1 such that 
[~'(Z (1) .... , z(d--1))] : 0 1 0 0 nt 1 0 0 n2 "'" 1 0 0 n*-* 1 O, 
then c; ~-- c' in ~(d'~'xv). 
Pro@ Let c' be a d-dimensional configuration that satisfies the condit ion of 
the lemma. Without  loss of generality, let 
min{z (i) ] 3zm,..., z "-11, z"+l~,..., z (e), c'(zm,..., z (d)) = 1} = 1, 
max{zli) ] ~zm,..., z(i-1), z(i+l~,..., z(al, C'(~,(1), . . . ,  j~(d)) = 1} = i"), 
where i = 1,..., d. Let U"~ = {0, 1,..., u")} for i = 1,..., d. Define the partial 
order < on Z n as 
(xll),..., x(n~) < (y(1),...,y(n)) ~. ?j, 1 ~ j ~ n, 
x(j) ~ y(j), X(/+I)  ~ y(j+l),..., x(n) ~ y(n) 
where < in x (j) % y(J) is the us*ual "less than" relation. 
Let the operation - on Z a-z be defined as 
(yl~/ .... , y(d-1))- 
~- max{{(O,..., 0)} u {(zm,..., z (a-l~) I (zm, ..., z(e-1)) E U m × --- × U "~-n 
and (zm,..., z Id-1)) < (y(1) .... ,Y(a-ll)}}, 
where max is taken under the relation < defined above. The operation "pred"  
on Z a-~ somewhat different from - is defined as 
t 
(0,..., O, y(~+~),..., y(a-~)), if j ,  1 ~ j ~ d - -  1, 
pred(ym,. . . ,  y(a-l~) = y(1) . . . . .  y(~-~l = O, 
y(~) = 1, 
(ym,... ,  y(a-*)-, otherwise. 
predi(y) is defined recursively as 
pred°(y) = y, 
predi+~(y) = pred(predi(y)), 
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where y ~ Z a-1. Let N be the set of nonnegative integers. 7: N a-1 --~ N is defined 
as 
7(ym,.. . ,  y(d-1)) = min{i ] predi(ym,...,  y(a-!)) = (0,..., 0)}. 
Let ~ be the mapping: Z ~ --~ Z d-1 defined as 
where z = (zm,..., zla)). For y~Z a-l, cy is a d-dimensional configuration: 
Z d --> {0, 1} defined from c' as 
c~(z) = c'(z), if ~ ~ y, 
= 1, if ~ < y, ~ ~ U a) × -.. × U (g-l), and --1 ~ z (a) ~ h(y), 
0, otherwise, 
where h is the mapping: Z d-1 ~ Z defined as 
a-1 
A(Y) = (i~=l uU)) × u(a) × (Y(Y) ~- I). 
Note that, i f we put d = 2 in the definition above, then we get A defined in 
Section 3.1. Let u '  = (u (1) @ 1, u~2),..., u (d-l)) and let b = 7(u'). Then  
c~,(Z) = 1, if ~ ~ U m × --" × U (d-l) and --1 ~ z (a) ~ h(u'), 
= 0, otherwise. 
So, as in Section 3.1, c~ ~ c~, in ~¢'(a.2,xv). Note that c' - -  % .... 0) and predb(u ') = 
(0,..., 0). We shall verify the lemma by showing that C9red~(u, ) ~-- Cprea~+~(~, ) in
~/(a,2,xv) for i, 0 ~ i < b. Put 
predi(u ') = w'  = (w'm,..., w'(a-1)), 
predi+l(u') = w = (wa),..., w(a-1)). 
In  what follows, we shall construct ~ c T* v such that 
EW'~ ~---- £W" 
Since none of the components of u' = (um ~- 1, u(e),..., u (a-l)) is zero, it 
can be shown by an induct ion on i that there exists h, 0 ~ h ~-~ d - -  1, such 
that w (1) = -'- = w (n) ~ O, w (h+l) =/= 0,..., w (a-l) =/= O. 
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From the definition of w and w', 
W ' (1 )  - -  - -  W ' (h - l )  : O ,  
W '(h) : 1, 
wr(h+l) = w(h+l )  . . ,  w'(d  1) = 72)(d--1). 
Note that h = 0 means the case where none of the components of w = 
(w(1),..., w (a-l)) is zero. In  a similar way to the two-dimensional case, if a is a 
local map such that 
{(a(1), ..., a(24+1)) 1a(a(1), --., a(2a+l)) ¢ a(a+l)} 
C .fta(1) a~2a+l)),..., " (1) a!~4+1)~t 
- - tk  1 , ' "~ ~aj ~.,.~ ~ 1)~ 
then 
i (4+2) (24+1) a 1 ... a 1 
a~ 4+1) 
(a) (1) 
a 1 • .. a 1 
[ (d+2) (24+1) a j  " "  a] 
""' [ ~4+~) 
(a) (1) \ aj "" a~ 
e(a (1) a[~a+t)) ) 
--~ %aj ,..., a 
means the local map or the global map defined by the local map. Note that the 
ith column 
a(d+i+l)l, l ~ k ~ j, 
to the left of ~ corresponds to the / th  coordinate of the d-dimensional space Z d. 
S ince~ ~ w'  and cw.(z ) = 1 implies Cw.(Z @ieg) = Ofor i  = --2,  --1, ,-4-1, -4-2, 
pattern [~(~.)] with ~ ~ w'  is unchanged by the sequence of global maps given 
in each step below. 
(1) Define 
7"1, J ~-  
Let 
J 
M2 
IC )I 1 - -~ 0 , * - "*0 .  *l 1 ~j<~d- -1 .  
w(4-1)_1 w(a-~)_ l  w(h+l)_ l  
C : Cw, f l ,d_  1 T l ,d_  2 "'" Th+t ,  1 , 
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Then it is verified in Appendix I I  that the following holds 
c(z) = c'(z), if £ >/w ' ,  
: 1, if ~ <w' ,~U m × ... × U (a-1) and 
d--1 
--1 <~ z (a) ~ a - -  ~, ((w ( ' ) -  1) = z°)), 
j=h+l  
= 0, otherwise 
where 
A(w') = a, 
x " - -y=x- -y ,  i f x~y;  
= 0, otherwise, 
(2) Define 
h 
%,o : 1 -+ 0 , 
* *1""11  
where, when h = O, %,o means 
{(, ...... ,o )t 1 - - -~0 . 
1 l l  
Let  
d--1 
m = y, (w Ia ) -  1). 
j=h+l  
I f  Y(w) :/: O, let 1R in Y(w) be cell r. Note that, in this case, h = 0 holds. 
For, if h :/: O, then at least of one component of w = (win,..., w (a-1)) is zero. 
Then,  since min{z (I) I 3z(1) . . . . .  z( i - -1) ,  ,~(i+1) . . . .  , •(d), C'(Z(1) . . . .  , z (a)) = 1} = I for i, 
1 ~ i~d- -1 ,  Y(w) =0.  Let 
cTa- (~'+m) C = 2,0 " 
Then it is proven in Appendix I I I  that the next equation holds. 
c(z) = c'(z), if ~ > w', 
= 1, if ~ =wand- -1  ~<z (a) <~r +m,  
= 1, if "2 <w,~eU m × "" × U¢a: ~),and 
d--1 
1 ~< z(~) ~< a - ~ ((w(~).- 1) "- z . I ) .  
j= l  
= O, otherwise. 
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I f  g'(w) O, let 
C ~ CT2, 0 
h 
1 - -+0 , 1 -+0 , 
* *1  "" 11 * *0 
0 -~1,  1 ---~0 , 
* *1 * .... *0 
* - -+0,  * . 
, . . . . . .  * *  * **  
Then it is easy to verify the next equation, using Theorem A3 in Appendix  I I I .  
Let  
where 
c(z )  = d(z ) ,  
~1,  
=0,  
(3) Define 
if £>/w' ,  
if g <w,~eU (x) × -" X U ~a-1),and 
d--1 
- -1  ~ z (al ~ a - -  ~,  ((w (j) - 1) "--ztJ'), 
j=h+l 
otherwise. 
h 
k . j  
l( ~'a,~ : 1 -~  0 sj (t3. * * th+l  ta-1 l t~ 
\ 
3" m 
C : C(f3,0f,3,1 " ' "  3,d h 1) 
d--1 
= ~] (~('-1). 
#=h+l  
It is verified in Appendix  IV that, when g'(w) ¢- 0, c is given as 
c(z) = c'(z), if g. >~ w',  
= 1, if g: =wand- -1  ~<z (a) ~r ,  
: 1, i f~<w, - - I  <~z (a )~a-m,and '2~U m X "" X U (d-l), 
= 0, otherwise, 
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When [g'(w)] = 0, c is given as 
c(z) = c'(z), 
z l ,  
0, 
i f~  >~w' ,  
i f~<w, - - l~<z (a )~a-m,and~eU m × -.- × U (a-l), 
otherwise. 
I f  [g'(w)] = 0, go to Step (7). 
(4) Let  
C~C 
(5) Let  
l(, o tt**o )(i,° )} 1 --->0 , .0 - -~1 , 1 -~0 . 
• ,1 • "-  ,1 ~'- ,0  
c=c 0 - -~1.  
0 01 
(6) For  appropriate k, k', let 
,o ot(, ,1 tl c = c 1 - ->0 1 --> , 1 - *0  
* "'" *1 * "'" *1 * *0 
where h' = 0 or 1. 
I f  [g'(w)] =/= [g(w)], go to Step. (4) . . . . .  
(7) For  appropriate h i ,  ks,  and ka, let 
{(,.1 t(:,o c=-c  * --+1 , * ~0 
* **  **  
{(,.1,1 ,o {(: ,o 1 t}: 
(8) End. 
Finally we have c = c w , 
F rom Lemmas 9 and 10, we have the next theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1 (The case where d = 2 and q is arbitrary). For any d >~ 2, 
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3.3. Proof of Theorem 1 in the Case with d ~ 2, q ~ 3 
Let 
L(q) = (a l  2 " "  ai 20~ I al ,..., ai e (1,.. . ,  q - -  1), i ~> 1, m >~ 1 
Vj, 1 ~ j ~ i - -  l, a s ~ as+l}, 
R(q) = {0m0al  "'" Oaf I a l  .... , ai  ~ {1,..., q --  1}, i ~ l, m ~ 1, 
Vj, 1 ~ j ~< i - -  1, a~- ¢~ aj+,}. 
The next lemma has been proved by Maruoka and Kimura (to appear). 
LEMMA 11. For any one-dimensional configuration c: Z -+ X there exist a one- 
dimensional configuration c' such that c' ~-- c in d(1,q,xv I and 
[c'] = 07 ,  ' ~gt  ' "  50 ,  
~71 ,..., ~7~  L (ql, ~1 ,..., ~ e R (v). 
Lemma 11 can be easily generalized to obtain the next lemma. 
LEMMA 12. For any d-dimensional configuration c: Z a -+ Z, there exists a 
d-dimensional configuration c' satisfying the conditions 
(i) c' ~-  c in ~(a.~.xvl; 
(if) for  any ~ ~ Z a-l, there exist 71 ,..., ~ ~L(q), ~l .... , ~ ~ R ~q), l ~ O, 
r >~ 0 such that 
[e(~)] = 0n~ ...  ~ --- 50 .  
LEMMA 13. I f  C' is a d-dimensional configuration such that for any z e Z a at 
least one of c'(z) and c'(z + ee) does not equal to (q - -  1), then 
% ~-  c' in ~/(a.q.xv). 
Proof. Since ~¢(a,2.Xv)(cv) = .~(a.2) for d ~ 1, assume q ~ 3. The proof is 
like the proof of Lemma 21 in the paper by Maruoka and Kimura (to appear). 
Here we only present he outline of the proof. Without loss of generality, we 
assume 
max{z(a~ I 3z(1),..., z <a-l), Ct(Z<I),..., Z <d)) 5 7~ O} = U (d), 
min{z(a) ] 3z(~),..., z<a-l), c'(z(l~,..., z (a)) ~ 0} = 1. 
Let J(c', ~) be the sequence obtained by deleting (q --  1) from e'(~, I) c'(f:, 2) --- 
c'(~:, u(a)). For example, when q = 3 and c'(~,, 1) "'" c'(f:, u (a)) equals to 012120, 
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j (~ ,  c') means  0110. By the  length of ~ = aaaz "" a~ eZ* ,  lg(~7) , we mean the  
in teger  i, where  aa ,..., a i ~ 27. Let  c" be def ined as 
c"(zm,. . . ,  z la)) = the  z~alth e lement  of  y ( (zm, . . . ,  z(a-~)), c'), 
i f  1 ~< z (a) ~< lg ( J ( ( zm, . . . ,  z(a- l l ) ,  c')), 
= q - -  1, i f  c ' (zm, . . . ,  z (a-~), z eal - -  u (a)) ~ q - -  1, 
- -  O, o therwise .  
Ass ign ing  to a f i r ing cell state (q - -  1) never  used  e lsewhere,  f rom c~ ~¢(a,q,xg) 
can  generate  sequent ia l l y  a par t  o f  c" composed of  cells z = (zm, . . . ,  z (a}) with  
1 ~ z (a) ~ u (a). Fur thermore ,  s ince ~la,~,Xv)(c~) : ~la,~), ~¢(a,q,xv) can also 
generate  a par t  of c" composed of cells z = (zm, . . . ,  z (a)) with  u (a) < z (a) ~ 2u (a). 
Thus ,  we get c~ ~-- c" in ~la'~,Xv) .  Let  ~- be  the  g lobal  map def ined by  a where  ~r 
is aS 8 
(am,. . . ,  a ¢2a+1)) = a m, if a la+l) = q - -  1 and  a 12a+l) =~ q - -  1, 
=q- - l ,  i fa  (2a+1) =q- -1  anda  (a+l) ~q- -1 ,  
= a (a+~), otherwise .  
Then  it can easi ly seen that  c"z u~ -= c'. Thus  we have  c~ t- -  ¢' in  d(a ,q .xv  ). 
Q.E .D .  
LF.MMA 14. Let  c be an d-d imesnional  configuration: Z a --+ Z such that  fo r  any 
~ Z d-1 there exist 711 , . . . ,  ~l @L(q), ~1 , . . . ,  ~r E R (q), 1 ~ O, r ~ 0 such that  
[~(~)] - -  o~ - -  'w : l  - -  ¢~o. 
Then c~ I - -  c in ~(a'q,Xv).  
S ince  ~c¢'la,2,Xv)(c~) = ~(a,q) fo r  d ~ 1, assume q /> 3. Let  c' be  Proof.  
def ined as 
e ' (z)  = 1, if c(z) = c(z -]- ea) = q - -  1, 
= c(z), otherwise .  
Then ,  c~ ~-- c' in dd(a,q,Xv ) by Lemma 13. Let  z be  the  g lobal  map def ined by  a, 
where  a is as 
a(a m .... , a (-a+l)) =q- - l ,  i fa  (~a+l) =q- - landa  (a+l) = 1, 
= a (a+l), o therwise .  
Then  c% ~ c. Thus  we have  c~ ~-- c in  d(a ,q 'xv  ). Q.E .D .  
s Recall that ¢'1 = (0 ..... 0, -- 1), eca+l = (0 ..... 0), ¢%a+1 = (0 ..... 0, 1) and that Clr = c2 
if and only if for any z ~ Z d, c2(z) = ¢1(c1(z + ¢xl) ..... ca(z + ¢x2a+l)). 
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THEOREM 15. For any d >/2  and q >~ 3, 
Proof. The theorem follows from Lemmas 12 and 14. Q.E.D. 
APPENDIX I: PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Our purpose here is to establish Theorem 3, using Theorem 1. 
THEOREM A1 (Theorem 3). For any d >/2  and q >/2 ,  d (a 'q 'xv  ) is strongly 
connected. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 1, it is sufficient to show that, for any finite 
nonquieseent configuration c, c ~- c~ in ~(d.q.xv).  z = (zm, . . . ,  z (a)) and z' = 
(z(1)',..., z (a)') are said to be adjacent when there exists i, 1 ~< i ~< d such that 
] z (i) - -  z (il' [ = 1 and z(J) = z(J)' for any j ~ i. A sequence of elements of 
Z n, z l  ,..., zk ,  is said to be apath  when zi  and zi+l is adjacent for all i, 1 <~ i < k. 
(A sequence of one element, zl is defined to be a path.) z and z' are said to be 
connected in c or in (x I c(x) @ O} when there exists a path z = z l ,  z2 ,..., zk = z'  
such that c(zl)  ~ O, c(z2) =/= 0,...,  c(zk) v ~ O. c is said to be connected when for 
any z, z ' ,  with c(z) =/= 0 and c'(z) ~ O, z and z' are connected in c. Let 
T O = a -+ 1 a~{1,2 ,  ,q - -  1} , 
, . . .  , 
l(") 1 re= * -+1 3i ,( : ; )  = or (~) and (:;) =( : ) fo ra l l j@ i  . tl td 
Then, since c is finite, it is easily seen that for any c there exists Jt >/ 1 such 
that c~-0~-~1 is connected. 
Tr = 0 -~ 1 ?i1, i~ (i~ ~ i~), v i  e {i~, i~} 
t t ... t a 
(:;) = (1.)or (~). Vj~ {1,..., d} -  {it, i2} , (::i) = (?)}" 
Put c' = c~-0~1 Without loss of generality, assume 
max{z (/) ] ~Z(1),..., Z (i-l), z(i+a),..., Z ("~, C'(Z(1),..., Z (n)) =/= 0} = U (i), 
min{z(i) I 3z(1~,..., z (i-1), z"+l),..., z ("), c ' (zm, . . . ,  z ¢")) ~ 0} = 0, 
643135/~-6 
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for i = 1, 1 ~ i ~ d. I f  c'(z) -~ 0 and c'.G(z ) = l, then there are i~, i~ (/1 # i~), 
x 1 and x 2 such that 
~'(x l )  = c ' (x~) = 1, 
and 
and 
Vi ( ~ i l ) ,  z (') = x~ i), 
where z ~ (zm,... ,  z(a)), x 1 = (x~l),..., x(a)xt , , x2 = (x~l', ..., x~a)) • Therefore, it is 
concluded that, if c'%,(z) - -  1, then 
Vi E {1 , . . . ,  d} ,  0 ~ Z") ~ u (i). 
Repeating the above argument, it follows that for any j  >/ 1, if c%fl(z) = 1, then 
Vi E {1,..., d}, 0 ~ z")  <~ u li). 
Therefore,  there exists J2 such that, for any j ~> j~,  c'rr~ : c'r~. Let  c" = c'~-~. 
Let  z and z'  be arbitrary elements in Z ~ such that C"(z) = c"(z') = 1. Since c" 
is connected, there exists a path z : z l ,  z2 ,..., zk = z'  such that c"(zi) @ 0 
t ~(1) z~a)~ for i, 1 ~ i ~< k. Define for i, 1 ~< i ~< k. Let zi  = ~ i  , '",  i J, 
Sz = {x Ix  = ~, c"(x) = 1), 
Tz = {x ] x ~ Sz,  z and x are connected in Sz}. 
Then  it is shown that T~ = T~+a for i, 1 <~ i < k. For, if zi = z i+l ,  then from 
the fact that l z~ a) ,(a) . . • - -  ~i+1 ] = 1 and the definition of T~, we get Tz~ = T~+t
If  zi =A z i+l ,  then ,~g)- = "~i~(d)+l because zi  and zi+l are adjacent. Assume %,. @ 
T~,+. Furthermore,  without loss of generality, let T~ %~+.  Then there 
exists l such that 
c"(~.i, l) = 1, 
and 
and 
c" ' -  l) = O, ~Zi+l,  
c '%+1,  i + l )  = 1 or d (~ i+ l ,  l - 1) = 1. 
Hence, by the definition of r~, c"r~(£i+ 1 , l) = 1. This  contradicts the definition 
of c". Therefore,  Tz = Tz" • Since z and z '  are taken arbitrari ly, it is concluded 
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that Tz = Sz = Tz, = S,, for any z, z'  such that c"(z) = c"(z') = 1. Thus ,  
we have, for any z with c"(z) = 1, 
{ x(a) L (xm, ..., x(a~) e S=} = {0, 1,..., u(a)}. 
Since the argument is symmetric for the coordinates, it is concluded that 
c'(z) = 1 if and only: i f  
0 ~ z (i) ~ u (i) for i, t ~< i ~ dl 
Let 
Ti z 
Then,  since 
the theorem is established. 
i 
~J  
I( )t 1 - -+0 . *" ' *1 .  * 
tt u Ill lfi d) 
£ 71 •. .  T d ~ C~o , 
Q.E.D. 
APPENDIX  II: PROOF FOR STEP (1) IN THE ALGORITHM 
It iS sufficient o prove the next theorem, which is a slightly generalized form. 
of the desired result. 
TItEOREM A2. Let 
d--1 
I f  '~ j= l :  llj} ~ ~/ -~  1, then  
c(z) c'(z), 
where a = A(w'). 
Pro@ 
- -0 ,  
~(d--1) ~(d--21 ~(i) 
C = CzO'T1,d_iYl,d_ 2 "'" "I"1, I , 
i f  ~: >~ w', 
if ~ <w' , f :~U m × -" × U la-1),and 
d--1 
-1  ~< z (~) ~< a - ~ if(J)-" z(J)), 
j= l  
otherwise, 
d--1 
Put p = 5~j= 1 t Ij). We prove the theorem by an induct ion on p. For 
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p= 0, there result is trivial. Assume 'r'a-1 t°) ~ 1. Put k = max{j A-d=l 
t '(j) is defined as 
t '(j) = t (j), i f j  4: k, 
=t  (n - l ,  i f j~k .  
t,(a-~) t,(e~ Then we have by the induction hypothesis I 'u t  q = ~,, '~'~,,-1 --" ~'~,~ •
q(z)  = c'(z), if £ >~ w', 
= 1, i f  ~ <w' ,~U m × "'" × U (a-1},and 
d-1 
- -1  ~<z la) <~a- -  ~ (t (n "--z(n), 
j=l 
= O, otherwise. 
a-1 (t'(s) "-- z(~)) can easily verify that Since a - -~ j= l  >/O, we 
#) ¢ 0}. 
and 
Cl(• ) = Cl(Z - -  ed)  = 1, 
q(Z - -  e~) = Cl(Z + e~) = 0 
is equivalent to 
and 
<w' ,  
E U (I) X "'" X U (d-l), 
d--1 
z('*' = a - y '  ( t ' ( " - "  ~'J'), (1) 
j=l  
0 ~< z (~) ~< t '(k). 
Therefore, by the definition of rl, k , it is concluded that the state of cell z of q 
is changed from 1 to 0 by the application of rl,e if ond only if z statisfies Eq. (1). 
T/  " (1~--I) 1~(11 nus, since cw,.q,l_ a "- ~h,1 = Clrl,Je , the theorems follows. Q.E.D. 
APPENDIX  I I I :  PROOF FOR STEP (2) IN THE ALGORITHM 
In this appendix, we derive Theorem A3. When h = 0, w ~< ~ < w' is 
equivalent to ~. = w. So, from Theorem A3, we get the equation for the con- 
figuration obtained in Step (2) in the case with [~'(w)] @ 0. Furthermore, it is 
not difficult to obtain the equation for the case with [g'(w)] = 0, using the same 
theorem. 
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THEOREM A3, Let e be the configuration obtained in Step (1). That is, 
c(z) = ~'(z), i/ ~ > w', 
1, i f  ~ < w',  ~ c U m × "" × U (~-~), and 
d- -1  
- l~<z I~)~<a-  ~ ((wO)- l )  "-z")), 
j=h+l 
= O, otherwise, 
where a = A(w'). Then for t, 0 ~ t ~ a+ 1, 
cr~.o(Z ) = c'(z), i f  ~ ~ w', 
= 1, if  W ~ ~ < W¢, Z ~ U (1) X "'" X U (d- l) ,  and 
--1 <~ z (a) <~ a --  t, 
= l, ~ <w,~eU (1) × ." × U (a-1),and 
d- -1  
- -1 ~z  (a )~<a-  ~ ((w ° ) -1 ) - "  z(~)), 
j=h+l 
= O, otherwise. 
Proof .  The argument is an induct ion on t. Assume c(z) = 1 and C%.o(Z ) = 0. 
Then,  s ince c(z ea) = 1 and c(z + ea) = 0, we have 
< w', 
~.G U 11) x -'- × U (d-l), 
~-1 (1) 
z(~) = a - E ( (w(" -  1) - ~(~)). 
j=h+l 
Since c(z - -  ej) = 1 must  hold for any j, h -+- 1 ~ j ~< d - -  1, we get z (~) >/w °) 
for any j,  h + 1 ~<j ~< d- -  1. Therefore, since ~ < w'  and w '(j) = w (~) for 
j ,  h -? l  <~j<~d- - l ,  we get z °) =w(J )  for j, hq -1  ~ j~<d- -1 .  Because 
W (1) - -  ~-  W (k) ~ O, 
w ~< z < w'. (2) 
a-1 ((w(~-) z(J)), have Thus,  from z (a) = a - -~ j=n+l  - -  1) ~ we 
z (a) = a. (3) 
Conversely, Eqs. (1), (2), and (3) imply that c(z) = 1 and e%.o(z ) = O. 
Assume the theorem holds for t. Furthermore,  assume cr~,o(z ) = 1 and 
t+l  c%,0(Z ) = 0. Then,  since c(z - -  ca) = 1 and c(z + ca) = 0, z < w'. I f~  < w, 
~a-1  ((w(~) 1) --" z(J)). Since w m - -  w (~) thenz  (a) =a- -  j=h+~ . . . . .  = =0,~,<w 
implies z (i) < w (~) for some i, h @ 1 ~< i ~< d- -  1. Then  c(z - -  el) = 1. This  
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contradicts the definition of ~'2,0 and z. So we have ~ < w. Thus we get 
w ~< z < w'. (4) 
Then by the induction hypothesis 
z (d> =a- - t ,  (5) 
~ U m × "'" × U (a- l ) .  (6 )  
Conversely, Eqs. (4), (5), and (6) imply 
~,o(Z)  = l, 
Crt+ltZ ~ O. Q.E.D. 2,Ok ] ~ 
APPENDIX  IV: PROOE FOR STEP (3) IN THE ALGORITHM 
In this appendix, we shall prove that, in the case with [¢'(w)] :A 0, the con- 
figuration obtained in Step (3) satisfies the equation given in the same step. 
A proof for the case with [~'(w)] = 0 is omitted here. But we notice that, since 
W ( l j  - -  - -  W (h) = 0 ,  ~ = (Z I I ) , . . . ,  •(d-- l}) < W is equivalent to (z(h+l~,..., z(a-x)) < 
(w(h+l),..., w (a-l)) for z ~ U a) × "'" × U (a~. In view of this fact, it will be easy 
to see that the proof for the former case is slightly modified to be a proof for 
the latter case. To do it, we need only restrict the coordinates of z(w) to the 
(h + 1)th, the (h + 2)th,..., and the dth ((d -- 1)th) coordinates. 
As we mentioned above, in what follows we restrict our attention to the case 
with [Y(w)] :~ 0. So in this appendix, we assume h = 0. That is, w ( j ) )  1 for 
afiy j, 1 ~ j ~ d -- 1. Note that, in this case, z ) w'  is equivalent to z > w. 
Let c be the configuration obtained in Step (2). That is, 
c(z) = d(z) ,  if r: > w,  
1, if ~ .=wand- -1  ~z  (a) ~r+m,  
= 1, if "2 <w,~eU m × "" × U (a - l~ ,and  
d--1 
- -1  ~ z (a~ ~ a - -  ~ ( (w  (° - -  1) "~ z(i)), 
i=1 
0, otherwise. 
cj, j ) 0, is defined from c as 
: c~(z) = 0, if ~ 4: w and z {a) > a - -  j ,  
c(z) ,  if f: 4= w and z (a) ~ a - -  j ,  
= 1, i f~ =wand- -1  ~<z (al <~r+m-- j ,  
=0,  i f£ =wandz  {a) < lo r r+m-- j<z(aL  
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Note that c o = c. Put 
Cj,O : £i , 
e~,l+ 1 = Ci,lT:~,l for l, O ~ l ~ d - -1 ,  
where 
T3, l ~-  l( )1  t i td_  1 I 
tl(;;) (;;) = 
(;:)= 
= (d -  1) - i f .  
) 
=l ,  
/ Z a-x (w"l - -  1), and LEMMA A4. Let  cj,~(z) = t, 0 ~ l ~ d - -  1, 1 ~ j ~ j=l 
let w "1 ~ l fo r  any i, 1 ~ i ~ d - -  1. 
Cj,IT3,~(Z) = 0 i f  and  only i f  
(i) l=0 ,  ~ =w,  andz  (a) =r+m-- jo r  
(ii) ~ < w,  z (e) = a - - j ,  z (a) = a - -  ~ i  ((w(i) - -  1) --' z(i)), and  
l {k ]z  (~) ~ w (x~) - -  1}] = l or 
(iii) ~ < w,  z (a) =a- - j ,  z (a) < a -Z i ( (w" l -1 )  "--z"), and 
[{k [ ~(~) = 0)1 = 1. 
Proof.  The argument is an induction on l. 
Bash .  l = 0. Assume C~,o(Z ) : 1, Cj.ora.o(Z ) : e i , l (2; ) = 0. Since there are 
at least two consecutive O's between neighboring l 's  in c(£) with ~ > w, f~ > w 
implies cj.0(z - -  ea) = 0. 
Case 1. ~ = w. Clearly, z (a) = r + m - -  j by the definition of cj. o and ra.o • 
Case 2. ~ ~w.  Assume z (al :a - -~2 i ( (  w( i ) -  1)--" z(i)). Since ~ ~w,  
there exists p e {1,..., d - -  1} such that z(~) ~< w(~) - -  1. Then  C~,o(Z - -  e~) = O. 
Since l = 0, this contradicts the definition of ~'~.o- Thus we have z (a) 
a - -E l  ((w"~ - -  1) "-- z")). Since ff < w, z (al < a - - j  implies cj,o(z 4- ea) ~ 1. 
Thus,  f rom C~,o(Z ) = 1, cj,0~'3.o(Z ) = 0, and from the definition of 7~,o, we have 
z (a) : a - - j .  We also have ]{k I z(~') = 0}1 = 0 from the definition of T~. o . 
Conversely, if the condit ion of the lemma holds, then it is easily seen that 
C~,or3,o(Z ) = 0 for z with C~.o(Z ) ~ 1. Note that the case for (ii) does not actually 
occur .  
Induction step. First, we prove the next lemma. 
LEMMA A5. Let  w (i) ~ 1 fo r  any i, 1 ~ i ~ d - -  1. I f  Lemma A4 holds 
fo r  l=0 ,1  .... , l~, 0 ~ t* ~ d - -  2, then, fo r  any z ~ D a and  any j ,  1 ~ j 
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~.~ (w (i) - -  1), the following statement holds: I f  %u+x(z) = 1 and ~. ~ w, then 
for any v, O <~ v <~ l~ and for any i, 1 <~ i ~ d - -1  
~;,~(z - ~)  = ~ j~,~(z  - e~). 
_Pro@ On the assumption of the lemma, we shall prove the fol lowing 
statement. I f~  ~w and there exist v s ,  0~<v 1 ~</x and i  s ,  1 ~ i  1 ~d- -1  
such that cj,,,l(z - -  eil ) = 1 and e~-~r3,~(z - - ¢ i l )=  0, then e3,,+l(z ) = O. 
Since e~.vl(z - -  ei~) = 0 implies c¢,~.r3,~(z - - ell ) = 0, the lemma follows from 
the statement. Let  y ~- z - -  ei 1 • Since ~ ~< w, ~ < w, Because Lemma A4 
holds for l = 0, 1,...,/x, the fol lowing two cases are considered. 
Case 1. y(a) =a_~i ( (w( i ) - l )  "--y(°). F rom LemmaA4 and ~? < w, 
we have [{k ly  (k) ~< w (7~) - -  1}l = vl and y(a~ ~ a - - j .  Since i s :/: d and 
y = z --  ei , z(a) = y(a) = a _ j .  I f  y(il) >/w( i~)_ l ,  then z (a) = a --  
2 i  ((w(i) - -  1) --" z(~)). Furthermore,  putt ing "e == ]{k ] z (k) ~ w (k) - -  1}[, we 
have ve ~ "x ~/x .  Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, it follows that 
ej,~2(z ) = 1 implies ei,~2r3.,~(z ) = 0. Thus,  since e~-~2(z ) = 0 or c3-, 7~,~(z) = 
ej,,2+s(z ) = 0 holds for "e @ 1 ~< tz + 1, we have ej,,+s(z ) = 0. On the other 
hand, if y(~) <w ( i~) - l ,  then z (e) <a- -~ i ( (w(~) - l )  "--z(i)). Since 
{k I z(k) = 0} C {k I zCl~) ~< w(k) - -  1} = {k [y(k) ~< w(e) _ 1}, "2' < vl ~</x, where 
~2' ~ [{hi z(kl =- 0}1. (Note w (i) >/ 1 for i, 1 ~< i ~< d- -  1.) Thus  by an 
argument similar to the above, we have cj,.+l(Z ) -~ 0. 
Case 2. y(a) <a_~. i ( (w( i ) - l ) -y ( i ) ) .  From Lemma A4 and ~ <w,  
we have ]{k ly  (k) = 0}1 = Vs and z (a) = a - - j .  Clearly, z (a) < a - -  
~. i ( (  w( i ) - l ) - : - "  z (i)) and z (a) =y(a~ ~a_ j .  Since y~-z - -e i~,  v2' 
v 1 <~/~, where v~' = [{k I z(~) = 0}l. Consequently, by the induction hypothesis, 
c~-, .(z) = 1 implies c~,~ ,r~,~ ,(z) =- 0. Thus  by an argument similar to Case 1, 
we have cj..+~(z) = 0. Q.E.D. 
Remark A1. Let  e~,.+~ be the configuration defined above. That  is, c~..+~ = 
C~,o-r~,o~-~, s " '" -%..  The next statement holds by the definition of e~,.+~ : I f  
cj,,+l(Z ) = 1 and e~-,,+s(z @ei l  ) = 0 for 6 ,  1 ~< i1 ~ d - -  1, then 
(i) z(i~)-~u(h); or 
(ii) (z -~ ei) >/ w; or 
(iii) there exists vs, 0 <~ Ul ~</z such that 
c~,~l(z ~- eq) = 1 and c~,~lra,,~(z -~ ei~) = 0. 
Remark A2. Lemma A5 says that, if Lemma A4 holds for l ~ 0, 1,...,/x, 
and cj,,+s(z ) = 1 for z, ~ ~ w, then the state of cell z - -  ei in c;,~ is not changed 
from 1 to 0 by ra, ~ for any i, 1 ~< i ~ d - -  1 and for any v, 0 <~ v <~ Ix. So when 
Lemma 4 holds for l = O, 1,.,, t~, the next statements holds by Lemma A5 and 
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the definition of %.+1 : I f  cj,.+i(z) = 1 and cj,.+l(z - -  %)  = 0 for i l ,  1 ~< 
i l~<d-1 ,  and for z ,£  ~<w, then 
( i)  z (il) = 0,  or 
(ii) z (a) = a - -  ~ . i  ( (w( i )  - -  1) --" z (i)) and z (il) ~ w (i~) - -  1. 
We now proceed to verify the induction step of Lemma A5. We shall prove 
that, if the lemma holds for l, 0 ~ l~</z  (/z <d- -  1), then it holds for 
l= /~+1.  
We shall first prove the "only i f" part. Let  
ej,~,+I(Z ) = 1, 
Cj,/z+IT3..+I(Z ) = 0, (t)  
~>~0.  
Then,  by the definition of %,.+1,  z <~ w.  Assume £ = w. Then,  since w I/) >~ 1 
for any i, 1 <~ i ~< d - -  1, from Remark A2 it follows that e.+l(Z - -  ei) = 1 for 
any i, 1 <~ i ~ d - -  1. S ince/x q- 1 >~ 1, this contradicts Eqs. (1). (Note that 
Eqs. (1) say the state of cell z in cj..+ 1 is changed from 1 to 0 by the application 
of ra,~+ 1 .) So we have ~ < w. 
Case 1. z (a) = a - -~2i  (( w(il - -  1) --" z(il). F rom Eqs. (1), Remark A2, and 
the definition of ra.,+ , , we have 
I{k]z  (~:) ~< w (k) - -  1}1 =/*  -k 1. 
Note that, since w(~ ) ) 1, z (~) = 0 implies z (7") ~< w (kl - -  1, where 1 ~< k ~< 
d- -  1. I f  z (/) >~ w ( / ) -  1 for all i~{1,2 , . . . ,d - -  1}, then z (a) = a - -  
~2i(( w in -  1)--" z (/)) =a .  Since c~,.+l(z ) = 1, we have j=0 so that z (a) = 
a - - j .  On the other hand, if there exists p, 1 ~ p ~< d- -  1, such that z (~) < 
w (~) - -  1, then c j , .+ l (z  - -  %) = 0. Therefore, by the definition of ra,.+ 1 and 
Eqs. (1), we have c j , .+ l (z  + %) = 0. Since ~ < w and z(~') < w (r) - -  1, it 
follows that (z + %) < w and z (p) + 1 ~< w (~) - -  1 < u (~). Then  by Remark 
A1, there exists v, 0 ~< v ~/ . ,  such that 
cj,~(z ÷ %) = 1 
and 
c;ja,~(z + %) = 0. 
Consequently,  since (z q -%)< w, z (e) = a - - j  follows by the induction 
hypothesis. 
Case 2. z (a) < a - -3~i ( (w I/) - - i )~"  z(i)). As in Case 1, from Eqs. (1), 
Remark A2, and the definition of %,.+1, 
I{k ] z (7~) =0,  I <~ k <~ d- -1}t  =/*q-1 .  
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I f  z (a) < a - - j ,  cj.0(z + ea) = 1 follows from Y: < w. Then,  from /z + 1 = 
I{k [z  (k) = 0, 1 ~ k ~ d - -  1}l ~< [{k [z  (kl ~< w (~) - -  1}l and the induction 
hypothesis, we have %,+i (z  + ea) = 1. This  contradicts Eqs. (1). On the other 
hand, z (a) ~ a - -  j f rom q. ,+i (z)  = 1. So we get z (a) = a - -  j .  
We now proceed to the proof of the " i f "  part. Let  %,+1(z) = 1. Since 
l = /z  + 1 ~ 1, we consider the fol lowing two cases. Since w (i) ~ 1 for i, 
1 ~i~d- -1 ,  7'(w) />d- -1 .  Because 
u (i) ~ 1, for i, 1 ~ i~d,  
W (i) ~ It (i), 
d >/2 ,  
in either fol lowing case, we have 
z (d) = a - -  j 
d--1 
>~a- -~ 
d-1 
d--1 
>~ 3u (a) > u (a). 
for i, 1 <~ i <~ d- -1 ,  
d--1 
j~< ~ (w ( i ' -  1), 
i=1 
(w (i) - -  1) 
d--1 
x u(~) x (7(w') + 1) - ~ (v") - 1) 
i=1 
+l)  u (a ) -  1)+(d- -  1) 
Since 1R in ~'(w) is cell r, r ~ u (a). Furthermore,  by a computat ion similar to 
the above, we have z (a) = a - - j  > r + m - - j .  We shall show that in either 
fol lowing case, c j , .+V3. .+l (z )  = 0. 
Case 1. ~<w,  z (a )=a- - j ,  z (a~=a- -~ i ( (w( i ) - - l )  "--z(i~), and 
I{k ] z (k) ~< w (k) - -  1}[ =/~ + 1. Clearly, cj. .+i(z - -  ca) = 1 and ej..+i(z + ca) :0 .  
I f /~ + 1 < d - -  1, let p '  be an arbitrary element in {1 ..... d - -  1} - -  {k [ z (~) 
w (e) - -  1}. Then,  since z (~') >~ w (~') > 0, %.+l (z  - -  %' )  = 1 by Remark A2. 
Let  p be an arbitrary element in {k I z(k:) ~< w~k) - -  1}. Clearly, cj. .+l(z - -  %) : 1. 
Thus  we need only show cj, .+i(z + %) : 0 in order to establish cj , .+ir j . .+l(z ) = 0. 
Let  x = z + e~.  Note that z (a) = x (a) : a - - j .  
Case 1-1. x (a) = a - -~( (w (i~ - -1 ) :  x")). In this Case, since z (~ = 
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w( ' )  - -  1, l{k]x tk} ~ w tl~) - -  1}[ =/~.  Therefore, if x < w, then by the induc-  
t ion hypothesis, G-,,(x) - -  1 implies G-S3,~(x) = 0. If x ~ w, then, since 
x<a! : z ta) > u (a) and x (a) = z <a) :> r + m - -  j ,  we have e~-~(x) : 0. Since 
cj,~(x) : 0 clearly implies cj.,+l(x ) - -0 ,  in either case we have c~-,+z(x ) 
ej,~+l(z + e~) : 0. 
Case 1-2. x (a) < a - -  Z i ( (  w(i) - l )  ~ x(i)). In  th is  case, s ince O ~z (~) < 
w (') - -  I, 0 < x (~) ~ w (v) - -  I. So we have 
.~<w,  
i{h I x (~ = 0}1 < I{k i x"~ ~< w(k~ - -  1}i = ~ + 1. 
Note that since w (i) > 0 for any i, x (i) = 0 implies x (~) ~ w (° - -  1. Let v = 
I{k ] x (k) = 0}1. Using .~ < w, v ~/~ and the induction hypothesis, cj.,(x) = 1 
implies cj,v+l(x ) = 0. So we have cj.,+l(x ) = c~.,+l(z + %)  = O. 
Case 2. ~. < w,  z (a) = a - - j ,  z (a) < a - -  Z i  ((w(i) - -  1) "-- z(i)), and 
](kl z(~) = 0}l = t~ + 1. Clearly, c j , ,+ l (z  - -  ca) = 1 and e j ,u+l (Z  i A- ed)  = 0. 
I f  /Z + 1 < d - -  1, letp '  be an arbitrary element in{l , . . . ,  d - -  1} - -  {k I z(~) : 0}. 
Then,  since z t~°') >/ 1 and z (a) < a - -Z i ( (w  <i) - -  : - z (~) ) ,  we get 
c j , ,+ l (z -  e~. ) :  1 by the Remark A2. Let p be an arbitrary element in 
{k jz  (~) : 0}. Then  clearly c~,~+a(z - -  e , )  = O. Let x = z + e~. Then  
x (a) < a - -  ~ ( (w  (i' - -  1) "-- x(i~), 
i 
I{k i x (~ = 0}[ = ~, 
X (d} = Z (d) = a - - j .  
I f x  < w, then, by the induct ion hypothesis, c~- ~(x) = 1 implies ci . ja.~(x ) = 0. 
So, in a similar way to Case 1-1, we have q. ,+l(z  + e,)  = c~,~_.~(x) = 0. Q.E.D. 
By Lemma A4 it is concluded that, for z such that cj(z) = 1, the state of cell z 
in c~ is changed to 0 by ra,or~a "'" ra,a_ ~ if and only if z (a) = a - - j ,  or ~ - -  w 
and z (a) = r + m - - j .  (Note that, since a - - j  > u (a) and a - - j  > r + m - - j ,  
cj(z) = 1 and z (a) : a - -  j imply z < w.) Thus,  the next theorem is established. 
THEOREM A6. Let  w(J) ~ 1 fo r  j ,  1 ~ j ~ d - -  1, and let 
"'" T 9"~ c" = c(~-3,0~'3,1 ~,a-1) , 
- -  wa-1 tw(J} - -  1). Then,  where m  z-~=l
c"(z) = c'(z), if ~ /> w, 
: 1, i f~  :wand- -1  ~z (a) ~r ,  
= 1, i f~<w, - -1  ~z <a~a-m,and£~U (1) × "" × U (a-l), 
: O, otherwise.  
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